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QUESTION 1

You work as a Network Administrator for Tech Perfect Inc. The company has a Windows Active Directory-based single
domain single forest network. The functional level of the forest is Windows Server 2003. You install access points for
enabling a wireless network. The sales team members and the managers in the company will be using laptops to
connect to the LAN through wireless connections. Therefore, you install WLAN network interface adapters on their
laptops. However, you want to restrict the sales team members and managers from communicating directly to each
other. Instead, they should communicate through the access points on the network. Which of the following topologies
will you use to accomplish the task? 

A. Star 

B. Ad hoc 

C. Infrastructure 

D. Mesh 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You work as a Network Penetration tester in the Secure Inc. Your company takes the projects to test the security of
various companies. Recently, Secure Inc. has assigned you a project to test the security of the Bluehill Inc. For this, you
start 

monitoring the network traffic of the Bluehill Inc. 

In this process, you get that there are too many FTP packets traveling in the Bluehill Inc. network. 

Now, you want to sniff the traffic and extract usernames and passwords of the FTP server. Which of the following tools
will you use to accomplish the task? 

A. Ettercap 

B. L0phtcrack 

C. NetStumbler 

D. SARA 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Adam, a malicious hacker, hides a hacking tool from a system administrator of his company by using Alternate Data
Streams (ADS) feature. Which of the following statements is true in context with the above scenario? 

A. Alternate Data Streams is a feature of Linux operating system. 

B. Adam\\'s system runs on Microsoft Windows 98 operating system. 
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C. Adam is using FAT file system. 

D. Adam is using NTFS file system. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You have received a file named new.com in your email as an attachment. When you execute this file in your laptop, you
get the following message: 

\\'EICAR-STANDARD-ANTIVIRUS-TEST-FILE!\\' 

When you open the file in Notepad, you get the following string: 

X5O!P%@AP[4\PZX54(P^)7CC)7}$EICAR-STANDARD-ANTIVIRUS-TEST-FILE!$H+H* 

What step will you take as a countermeasure against this attack? 

A. Immediately shut down your laptop. 

B. Do nothing. 

C. Traverse to all of your drives, search new.com files, and delete them. 

D. Clean up your laptop with antivirus. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

John works as a Professional Ethical Hacker for we-are-secure Inc. The company is using a Wireless network. John has
been assigned the work to check the security of WLAN of we-aresecure. For this, he tries to capture the traffic, however,
he does not find a good traffic to analyze data. He has already discovered the network using the ettercap tool. Which of
the following tools can he use to generate traffic so that he can crack the Wep keys and enter into the network? 

A. ICMP ping flood tool 

B. Kismet 

C. Netstumbler 

D. AirSnort 

Correct Answer: A 
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